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Aiko Kurasawa
This paper will examine how Japanese government, media and society responded to the Indonesia?s 
September 30th Incident in 1965 and the following political development including brutal mass killing. 
Japan had close relation with Sukarno?s Indonesia in the time when most of the western nations were 
very critical to him. Although Sukarno was very close to communists, one of the strongest political forces 
in his country, and consequently close to eastern nations, many of Japanese politicians regarded him as a 
nationalist and judged that he could control the communists.
After the Incident took place on 30th September Japanese government was still sympathetic to  
Sukarno in the midst of uncertainty and hoped that he would get strong grip to recover the situation. 
Army blamed communists as the main instigator of the Incident and urged Sukarno to take the strong 
action against them, but Sukarno rejected this interpretation by army and kept defending communists.
Looking at this situation Japanese politicians and diplomats began to realize that it would be more 
realistic to discard Sukarno and support army that was trying to wipe out communists. It was the midst 
of Cold War and sweep over communist was the most urgent matter for western countiries. Therefore 
Japanese government eventually took very cool attitude towards Sukarno government: in spite of plead 
for emergency aid of daily commodities such as food and clothing, Japanese government did not give any 
with fear that aid would benefit the existing government. Even more significant was that Japanese gov-
ernment did not take any action to prevent brutal mass killing toward communist. She just kept silence 
and waited for the moment that anti-communist army leaders would take power, which finally took place 
on 11 March 1966. 
After that Japanese government supported Suharto?s new regime by promptly giving economic aid. 
She gradually had very important role in Suharto?s development policy as the largest investor, the largest 
partner of trade, and as the largest provider of aid. Of course Japan had gained tremendous benefit out of 
it. Yet most of Japanese are not aware that access to such economic prosperity of Japan after 1970s was 
made possible only as a result of tremendous social, political upheaval in Indonesia which took millions 
of lives.
There was not strong public move in Japanese society to protest serious offense against humanity. 
Japanese media was, just like all other western media, less enthusiastic in reporting mass killing with full 
intensity, although they reported political development in Jakarta in detail. Absense of interest of Japa-
nese society in Indonesian affairs was also influenced by too strong interest in Vietnamese War. Political 
process happening in Vietnam was the largest focus of interest for most of Japanese for both leftist and 
rightist. Also there was no strong appeal from leftist political parties to stir up the society. All those fac-
tors combined there was very little response from Japanese society to condemn the brutal killing.
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